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NEW QUESTION: 2
Which three statements about configuring a Call Center with the
Elite offer are true?
(Choose three.)
A. Call Management System (CMS) or IQ must be used as the
reporting tool.

B. Service Level Maximizer (SLM) can be used as an agent-based
call distribution type.
C. It is possible to use Vector Directory Number (VDN) skill
preferences.
D. Service Level Maximizer (SLM) can be used as a skills-based
call distribution type.
E. It includes Expert Agent Selection (EAS) and may include
Business Advocate (BA).
Answer: A,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
Click the Exhibit button.
You are configuring BGP policies for a site with a dual-homed
connection as shown in the exhibit. You must ensure that
inbound traffic from Internet hosts flow through the ISP A
connection.
Which statement is correct in this scenario?
A. Apply a BGP export policy on R1 to assign a higher local
preference value to routes advertised to ISP A
B. Apply a BGP export policy onR2to assign a lower origin value
to routes advertised to ISP B
C. Apply a BGP export policy to R2 to prepend [65001 65001
65001 65001 65001] to the AS path of routes advertised to ISP B
D. Apply a BGP export policy on R1 to assign a lower MED value
to routes advertised to ISP A
Answer: C
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